FURTHER THOUGHTS ON THE TERRITORY OF ART

Kade Concannon

One of the foremost qualities of radio as a medium is its ability to instantaneously multiply and displace geographically a live event. Before there was television, it was radio that brought home everything from the latest news to the evening's program at the concert hall. In its recent series of radio programs by artists, The Territory of Art, the Los Angeles Museum of Contemporary Art assembled artists from different disciplines and places and emerged with a group of programs that are all over the map, but for the most part share a common sensibility to place.

The Art Concludes, the opera by Lee Breuer and Bob Telson that kicks off the series, immerses the listener in the life of an art colony where Afro Caribbean music fills the air. Peter Sellars' Zangozi, originally produced by its author Khiberknik and the artist Tatin in 1923, Petersend, moves through the planes of time in a world of Kibbeknik's own creation. Other programs originate from prisons, the Great Wall of China, and a land of machines.

While many of the programs in The Territory of Art are distinguished by real or artificial locations, the series was pre-recorded for broadcast and, as such, any territorial connections it makes are subverted by the chronological distance inherent in the tape medium. Most of the programs reveal themselves as much made for tape as made for radio. Whatever thematic merit there may be to Ingram Marshall's Three Penitentiary Visions for Radio, it is nothing over or less than a tape music piece. Miami Voices records the lives of four local residents and is distinguished from traditional storytelling by its location segments from the Newport Beach Hotel with social director by Harris. The distance between the tape recorder and the radio receiver, however, supports a loosely, but ironically uniting theme of the other that emerges throughout the series.

Border X Frontera is a collaborative work by actor David Sheim and performance artist/post Guillermo Gomez Pena set in a "juxtaposition, a real state in a surreal situation". They conclude one of the best programs in the series with the words: "Live in your fear that you will become the other and never go home again... We proclaim the geography of the future." "Border X Frontera" is populated by crass tourists, nude border guards, Mexican hookers, and American jocks. Far from being an angry political statement, the show maintains a quick and clever sense of humor. It also encapsulates some of the more successful and interesting approaches to the tape or radio format of the series. The taste of geography—radio's ability to connect places and tape's ability to collect places—are well utilized in this work about borders.

Pinsky's Ghost explores the boundaries between imagination and reality. An Iowa farmer is tormented by his own nightmares, conjured up for this production with special effects and the disembodied voices of ghosts and ghosts' creatures. Mummified echoes of unknown origin, ears heard through a storming wind, and whirling jets that seem

to threaten the listener's personal space place the listener within the realm of terror.

Prisoner, offers an intimate portrait of a convict in the California State Prison system. Inmate James talks about his life inside the prison and his hopes for the future in interview excerpts with artist Jonathan Borofsky. The program also includes music, narration, and Borofsky's recollection of a dream that he could fly.

The Exile of Bryten Brenyebench portrays that poet and painter recollecting his imprisonment for anti-apartheid activities in South Africa from his exile in Paris. After bringing up Brenyebench's frustration not being able to make his art while in prison, the artist shows us his paintings: "The color red, as you can see," he comments. He then conducts a gallery tour of a surrealist exhibition. Later in the program, Brenyebench talks about the prison education room that inmates see only at their hanging. Even though he had never been in it, its presence weighed heavily—so much so that Brenyebench claims that he could see it with his ears. Listeners long for this unusual ability themselves as they endure the studio and gallery tours. Whether or not this torture was intended to stimulate listener empathy for the exiled artist, it points to one of the borders inherent in the radio medium.

Miami Voices and Texas Portraits describe those places through the stories of some of their residents. The characters recollect, painting charming pictures that attempt to portray an America that is at once multicultural and all the same. Elfie Hardeman, a one hundred year old black woman from Texas, hammered home the universalism theme of these regionalist documentaries proclaiming that we are all God's children. Like many of the programs, these two play up radio's ability to transcend geography. The way that they transcend topographic boundaries is more to do with program distribution than any technological feature, however. It is the tape medium, and not radio, that serves those purposes within the individual programs, uniting real and surreal places.

White not all of the programs were available at press time, the majority of them exhibit this common concern with topography: borders, exile, prison, and the other regions of the mind. Several programs incorporate more than one language. Zangozi sets out to create its own universal language.

The Territory of Art delivers an audience to recording artists that radio is well suited to provide. To label the individual programs radio art would suggest that video art is the same thing as television or that records are the same thing as radio. Television and radio are both distribution systems, they come into their own as media when they offer live interactive programming. Call in radio talk shows and 24 hour instant news stations have more to do with the art of radio than artists' tapes or music programs because they take advantage of qualities particular to the medium. Beyond its formal characteristics, however, radio has developed other salient features due to a combination of technological and economic factors.
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